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Abstract: This paper presents a procedure to optimize a conceptual ship side structure from a
crashworthiness point of view. As an example, this procedure is presented for a chemical or
product tanker. A particle swarm optimization algorithm is used for the procedure. The
classification society compliance of the conceptual design is checked through service loads that
are applied to the ship’s hull girder according to Det Norske Veritas. The collision simulations
to assess the crashworthiness are carried out with the non-linear finite element solver LS-
DYNA. An element length-dependent constant-strain failure criterion is chosen to simulate
rupture. A numerical simulation of a stiffened plate serves to validate the material relation until
failure. This material relation and failure definition makes possible an accurate prediction of
the structural energy absorbed until inner plate rupture. The procedure is adjustable and
applicable to other ship types and scenarios.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The demand for safety in ship structures, i.e. a

collision-resistant ship, increases the need for

simulation procedures to identify the structural

concepts of such a crashworthy ship. A crashworthy

conceptual design is a light design that performs well

in a collision scenario. In other words, this is the

design with the highest energy per mass (E/M) ratio.

This E/M ratio serves as a comparative unit for the

optimization procedure only.

Collision analyses of ship structures are increas-

ingly being performed (see, for example, references

[1] to [7]). One research area deals with the improve-

ment of ship side structures through novel crash-

worthy side structures [8–11]. However, only Royal

Schelde [10] has successfully implemented such a

novel side structure in inland waterway ships and

barges. They followed a procedure similar to the

Germanischer Lloyd (GL) approval procedure for

novel structural arrangements [12].

However, conventional side structures are usually

not optimized for crashworthiness. Furthermore, no

rational optimization-based procedure is available in

the literature to improve the crashworthiness of a

conventional ship side structure.

Therefore, this paper presents a procedure to

optimize a conventional ship side structure for

crashworthiness in the conceptual design stage. This

is achieved as the E/M ratio is used as an objective in

the optimization procedure. Such collision simula-

tions to assess the crashworthiness are needed in

order to predict reliably the energy for the con-

ceptual design alternatives. As oil outflow has to be

avoided, the energy is calculated until fracture of the

inner hull. However, the reliability of the results is

achieved only weakly with existing methods as the

non-linear material behaviour until fracture is not

described sufficiently [13]. In this paper the relia-

bility of the results is considered by choosing a finite

element length-dependent strain and stress relation

until fracture. This material relation is used to

simulate a complex structure under indentation

loading and validated, as these numerical results

are compared with experimental results.

As an example, the optimization is carried out for

a conventional side structure of a product or
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chemical tanker. By the use of a parametric finite

element model, the procedure allows the plate

thicknesses, the stiffener types, and the stiffener

spacing to be changed in discrete predefined steps.

The procedure evaluates the conceptual design

alternative under service loads to comply with the

classification societies’ rules. As a result the con-

ceptual design with the highest E/M ratio is

presented and compared with the initial rule-based

concept. The comparison gives an insight into the

sensitivity of the ship side structure and can thereby

improve the conceptual design of ship side struc-

tures if crashworthiness is of interest.

2 THE COLLISION SCENARIO

The example scenario involves a striking and a

struck ship colliding at a 90u angle. The striking ship

is assumed to be rigid and its bulbous bow collides

with the struck ship. A rigid bow results in an

available energy absorption by the struck ship alone,

whereby a comparison of different side structures

becomes possible. The cone-shaped bulbous bow

has a tip diameter of 3.2 m, a length of 6.85 m, and a

base radius of 5.6 m. The soft-nose contact is not

included in this study, as the influence of the

structural dimensions of the struck ship’s side is

the topic of primary interest.

The struck ship considered in this study is a

standard product or chemical tanker with two

longitudinal cofferdams. The main particulars of

the tanker are given in Table 1 and the main frame is

given in Fig. 1. The area of the cross-section

subjected to dimensional changes is surrounded by

the dashed lines. The webframe thickness is changed

within the range shown in Fig. 1. The variable

dimensions are changed in 0.5 mm steps and are

given in Table 2 for the 21 strakes. A number of 71

variables exist for the 21 strakes and webframes

presented in Fig. 1. The webframe spacing, double

side width, and double bottom height are kept

constant.

Four principal striking positions can be identified

for the chosen striking and struck ship dimensions

and reasonable draft variations (Fig. 2 and Table 3).

Each striking position, namely I, II, III, and IV, has a

rectangular area, with its breadth being half of the

webframe spacing and its height being half of the

stringer spacing. The probability of the occurrence of

each striking position is calculated according to their

total number of occurrences between two bulk-

heads. As an example, with a total number of 45

rectangular striking locations and eight striking

locations I according to Fig. 2, the probability of

occurrence for this striking location becomes 8/45

(see also Table 3). A striking position on a bulkhead

is not included in this study because of the higher

structural resistance of the bulkheads. This approach

is similar to the approval procedure defined by GL

[12].

3 THE OPTIMIZATION PROCEDURE

The aim of this procedure is to include the

crashworthiness of a ship side structure in a collision

scenario as an objective in the optimization. Namely,

the objective in this optimization is the energy per

mass ratio for each design alternative. The optimiza-

tion algorithm itself serves as an advanced tool to

find the solution. In this paper a particle swarm

optimization (PSO) algorithm is chosen.

PSO is a population-based stochastic optimization

technique developed in 1995 by Eberhart and

Kennedy [14] and Kennedy and Eberhart [15]. In

this study the optimization starts from a feasible

initial population and searches for the optimum by

updating the population of each generation. The

PSO parameters for this study are given in Table 4.

The best particle in the current calculation round

shares its location with all the other particles of the

next round. Thereby the particles of the next round

will be directed towards the best location of the

previous best particle. In other words, PSO is a one-

way sharing mechanism, which looks only for the

best solution. Thereby all the particles tend to

converge to the best solution. In terms of discrete

variables, such as stiffeners per strake, the best

location will be rounded to the closest feasible

variable given a priori. The PSO algorithm is written

in MATLAB and is based on reference [16]. The

optimization procedure is shown in Fig. 3. Feasi-

bility is achieved as the tanker needs to withstand

normal service loads. Therefore one critical combi-

nation of hull girder loads and the hydrostatic loads

caused by the cargo and seawater is considered at

LBP/2. The total vertical bending moments of

2 549 000 kN m in hogging and 2 169 000 kN m in

sagging are applied, and also a shear force of

Table 1 Main tanker dimensions

Length between perpendiculars (LBP) 180 m
Beam 32.2 m
Depth D 18 m
Draught T 11.5 m
Deadweight 40 000 t
Webframe spacing 3.56 m
Spacing of transverse bulkheads 17.8 m
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67 395 kN for both cases. The response is calculated

with the coupled beam method [17]. The local

response of strake structures under hydrostatic

loading is calculated with a uniformly loaded beam

model. For the strength check this local response is

added to the global hull girder response. Each strake

Table 2 Strake variables

Strake Thickness (mm) Stiffeners Stiffener types

1 15–22 4–11 HP100x6, HP120x8, HP140x8,
HP180x10, HP200x10, HP220x10,
HP240x10, HP260x12, HP280x12,
HP300x12, HP320x13, HP340x14,
HP370x13, HP400x16, HP430x15

2, 5 12–19 2–4
3 14–21 4–11
4 15–22 2–9
6 14–21 2–9
7 16–23 0
8, 10, 13, 16 9–16 2–6
9 13.5–20.5 3–10
11, 14 12–19 3–10
12, 15 13–20 3–10
17, 20 7–14 3–10
18 12.5–19.5 3–10
19 13.5–20.5 2–6
21 7–14 12–19

Fig. 1 Tanker frame with strake numbers
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is checked for plate yielding and buckling, stiffener

yield, lateral and torsional buckling, and stiffener

web and flange buckling [18]. To ensure a controlled

panel collapse under in-plane loading, the crossing-

over criterion [19] is used.

If the conceptual design complies with the con-

straints, it becomes feasible and the objective

function value is calculated. The objective in this

optimization is the energy absorbed by a specific

conceptual design under the prescribed collision

scenario until inner plate rupture divided by the

mass of this specific structure. The energy is

calculated with the finite element method for the

predefined striking positions and averaged accord-

ing to their probability of occurrence. Thereby the

E/M ratio is obtained for each conceptual design

alternative.

The optimization ends once convergence of the

solution is achieved. Convergence is achieved in this

study if the objective function value does not change

for more than 0.05 per cent for three consecutive

generations.

4 THE FINITE ELEMENT SIMULATION

The solver LS-DYNA version 971 is used for the

collision simulations. The ANSYS parametric design

language is used to build the finite element model

for the tanker’s cross-section with variable dimen-

sions (see Fig. 1) [20]. The parametric model is built

between two transverse bulkheads and the transla-

tional degrees of freedom are restricted at the

bulkhead locations. The remaining edges are free.

The structure is modelled using four-noded quad-

rilateral Belytschko–Lin–Tsay shell elements with

five integration points through their thickness.

Standard LS-DYNA hourglass control is used for

Fig. 2 Striking positions between bulkheads (bh) (wf, webframe)

Table 3 Striking positions according to Fig. 2 and probability of occurrence

Striking location Description Probability

I Webframe 8/45
II Webframe and stringer or tank top crossing 12/45
III Stringer or tank top 15/45
IV Between webframes 10/45

Table 4 PSO parameters

Swarm size 35
Inertia at start 1.4
Dynamic inertia reduction factor 0.8
Number of rounds to improve solutions before the

inertia is reduced
3
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the simulations [21]. The collision simulations are

displacement controlled. The rigid bulbous bow is

moved into the ship side structure at a constant

velocity of 10 m/s. This velocity is reasonably low so

as not to cause inertia effects resulting from the

ships’ masses [10]. The ship motions are not

considered in this analysis, as the maximum crash-

worthiness of the conceptual design is of interest,

and not the energy dissipation resulting from ship

motions.

The time step is controlled by the bar wave speed

and the following length measure: the maximum of

the shortest element side or the element area divided

by the minimum of the longest side or the longest

diagonal of the element. Instabilities for this time

step measure could not be found. Additionally, the

solution is moderately mass scaled, however, with-

out causing inertial effects that could influence the

results.

The automatic single surface contact of LS-DYNA

[21] is used to treat the contact occurring during the

simulation with a static friction coefficient of 0.3.

The reaction forces between the striking bow and the

side structure are obtained by a contact force

transducer penalty card [13, 21]. Integrating the

contact force over the penetration depth leads to the

energy absorbed by the conceptual design alterna-

tive.

4.1 The material definition

The aim of the collision simulations presented in

this paper is to predict the non-linear material

behaviour until fracture with sufficient accuracy for

the conceptual design alternatives. Therefore, this

paper uses the true strain and stress relation until

fracture identified by Ehlers and Varsta [22] and

Ehlers [23] for Norske Veritas grade A (NVA) steel

(Figure 4 and Table 5). The NVA steel is a certified

and common normal shipbuilding steel. The elastic

modulus is 206 GPa, Poisson’s ratio is 0.3, and the

measured yield stress is 349 MPa. They identified

this element length-dependent NVA material rela-

tion on the basis of optical measurements and

verified its applicability for the simulations of tensile

and plate-punching experiments. For element

lengths longer than 25 mm the curve is found to be

independent of the element length, as the extent of

the localization becomes smaller than a single

element. This maximum length arises from the

tensile specimens 25 mm wide tested and reported

in reference [22] and the condition that the finite

elements are to be of a square shape. Furthermore, a

wider specimen or larger element length would

result in the same material relation, as the localiza-

tion becomes less visible owing to the averaging over

a larger area. However, the element length-depen-

dent failure strain is obtained according to their

measurements and plotted as a function of the

element length in Fig. 5. For short element lengths,

Fig. 3 Optimization procedure (CB, coupled beam)

Fig. 4 Strain–stress relation for NVA steel
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the failure strain is obtained with optical measure-

ments, whereas the failure strain for greater element

lengths follows the natural logarithmic form of the

measured engineering strain at failure for different

specimens [22]. This failure strain and element

length relation is implemented in the parametric

model generation via material 24 of LS-DYNA [21]

and allows failing elements to be removed at the

correct strain.

According to reference [22], there is no interrela-

tionship between the failure strain and the plate

thickness of 4 mm and 6 mm. Therefore, in this

paper it is assumed that for thin plates, with a failure

mechanism primarily resulting from stretching, the

triaxiality and the failure strain do not depend on the

plate thicknesses to be used in the optimization

(Table 2 and Fig. 6). The results shown in Fig. 6 are

obtained with the same NVA material relation for all

thicknesses of the tensile and plate-punching simu-

lations; for details of these simulations, see refer-

ences [22] and [23]. The stress triaxiality develops

similarly for all plate and tensile simulations, and the

triaxialities at failure are equal for all the cases

analysed. Hence, this justifies the choice of the

constant-strain failure criterion as close ranges of

triaxiality and failure strain are attained for the

tensile and plate specimen with different thick-

nesses.

Hence, the applicability of this NVA material

relation is now verified for greater element lengths

and complex structures. Therefore, this strain and

stress relation until failure is used for the simulation

of a stiffened plate 0.72 m61.2 m subjected to a

conical punch [24]. The plate is stiffened by one or

two flat bars 120 mm high. The simulation and

comparison of the finite element results using the

NVA material relation are applicable as the stiffened

plate specimens are built from a similar steel grade.

However, the comparison serves primarily as a

qualitative validation, as a strain–stress relation

based on optical measurements, such as is available

for the NVA material, is not available for the stiffened

plate material. The simulation carried out in this

paper follows the modelling technique presented in

reference [24]. The weld is assumed to behave in the

same way as the plate material.

The results of the finite element simulations using

the NVA material relation using an element length of

4.4 mm and 40 mm are compared with the experi-

mental and numerical results from reference [24] in

Figs 7 and 8. The numerical results of reference [24]

using the Bressan–Williams–Hill criterion [25] are

plotted for comparison only. The unknown differ-

ence between material relation and the NVA material

relation causes the failure to be slightly later than

that observed in the experimental results. However,

the good overall correspondence of the results using

the proposed strain–stress relation indicates that this

material relation until failure suffices for complex

geometries. The results using the 40 mm element

length correspond well to those using the 4.4 mm

element length. The 40 mm element length results in

a slight over-prediction of the force at failure but

converges quickly to the result obtained with the

Table 5 NVA true strain and stress relation
used for the optimization

Strain Stress (MPa)

0.003 348.8
0.039 362.1
0.042 365.7
0.050 384.8
0.061 405.7
0.072 419.6
0.084 431.2
0.095 441.3
0.106 450.7
0.117 459.4
0.131 470.2
0.147 480.9
0.164 490.9
0.182 501.8
0.201 512.6
0.223 524.1
0.248 535.6
0.279 548.3
0.310 561.4
0.351 578.8
0.390 593.5
0.438 608.5
0.478 619.0
0.522 629.8
0.576 641.0
0.642 650.0
0.704 654.2

Fig. 5 Experimental failure strain versus element
length
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4.4 mm element length. The results for both element

lengths are in good correspondence to the experi-

mental and numerical results from reference [24].

Therefore, this NVA material relation will be used

for the collision simulation of the tanker with the

same element distribution as in the stiffened plate

Fig. 6 Simulated tensile and plate stress triaxialities for various thicknesses until failure

Fig. 7 Finite element simulations of a plate stiffened with one flat bar and experimental results
(BWH, Bressan–Williams–Hill)

A procedure to optimize ship side structures for crashworthiness 7
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simulations. Three elements per stiffener height and

six elements between stiffeners are used, unless an

element length of 40 mm is larger. A constant

element size of 40 mm is not applicable for the

optimization as the simulation time would increase

unfavourably. However, the initial and the highest-

E/M-ratio conceptual designs are simulated with an

element length of 40 mm for a final verification of

the procedure.

5 OPTIMIZATION RESULTS

The results of the optimization procedure for the

chosen boundaries, including crashworthiness, are

given in Table 6 and Figs 9 and 10. There, the mass

and the absorbed energy until inner plate rupture

are presented for the initial and the highest-E/M-

ratio conceptual design. As an example the force

versus displacement curves from striking location I

are given in Fig. 10(c) for both concepts. The

convergence of the E/M ratio (Fig. 10) was achieved

in 34 generations. The conceptual design might be

improved through additional generations; however,

34 generations are sufficient to illustrate the proce-

dure. The highest-E/M-ratio concept can absorb

almost 500 per cent more energy than the initial

concept with a weight trade-off of 18 per cent. For a

better comparison of the results, the values in

Table 6 are normalized and made unitless by

dividing them by the mass and energy values of the

initial concept. For the final verification of the

optimization procedure both conceptual design

alternatives are simulated with their finite element

length equal to 40 mm. The resulting difference in

energy using the element length of the optimization

procedure and the 40 mm element length is about 10

per cent. Even though the optimzation mesh

responds more stiffly initially, the 40 mm element

length is able to undergo larger deformations,

Fig. 8 Finite element simulations of a plate stiffened with two flat bars and experimental results
(BWH, Bressan–Williams–Hill)

Table 6 Relative optimization results

Design alternative Energy (%)
Energy (40 mm element
length) (%) Mass (%) E/M (J/t)

Initial concept 100 109 100 391
Highest-E/M-ratio concept* 490 548 118 1632
Highest-E/M-ratio concept{ 227 569 118

*proposed material definition.
{power-law-based GL criterion
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whereby it can absorb more energy until the inner

plate ruptures. For both element lengths of both

design alternatives the fracture of the inner shell

takes place at the same penetration depth. Overall,

these differences are sufficiently small for the

conceptual design phase, especially as the 40 mm

element length would result in a simulation time

that is up to 25 times longer and would therefore not

be suitable for the optimization procedure. Addi-

tionally the conceptual design with the highest E/M

ratio is simulated with the power-law-based failure

criterion according to GL [12, 13], and the results are

given in Table 6. This power-law-based criterion

shows a scatter of 342 per cent in absorbed energy

Fig. 9 Resulting strake dimensions and force versus displacement curves for the conceptual
design alternatives (plate thickness; HP-profile type)

A procedure to optimize ship side structures for crashworthiness 9
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for the different element lengths. Hence, it is not

suitable for this optimization procedure for crash-

worthiness.

As a result the conceptual design with the highest

E/M ratio has a lighter double bottom and deck

structure, but a significantly stiffer and heavier side

structure. Furthermore, the webframe thickness is

reduced slightly. However, the overall weight in-

crease of 18 per cent results from the fact that only a

part of the cross-sectional dimension is subjected to

changes (see Fig. 1).

6 CONCLUSIONS

A procedure for optimizing a ship side structure for

crashworthiness in the conceptual design phase is

presented. The structural energy until inner plate

rupture is calculated for the four striking locations

with the non-linear finite element method. Further-

more, the resulting E/M ratio is considered as an

objective during the optimization. The NVA material

relation until failure is validated with a comparison

of numerical and experimental results for a stiffened

plate. The element length-dependent constant-

strain failure criteria and material relation proved

to be sufficiently accurate, especially for the con-

ceptual design phase. A PSO algorithm was chosen

as a tool and proved to be a robust and suitable

choice. The initial concept and the concept with the

highest E/M ratio are presented. As a result of the

optimization procedure, the concept with the high-

est E/M ratio can absorb 500 per cent more energy

with a weight increase of 18 per cent compared with

the initial concept. However, the concept with the

highest E/M ratio was found for a particular side

structure collision that fulfils the service loads at the

same time. Therefore, the stiffness of the double

bottom and deck structure is reduced in comparison

with that of the initial design, which is not optimized

for service loads. Additionally this reduction in

double bottom stiffness can be in conflict with a

possible grounding or stranding incident.

In the future this procedure can be used to find a

minimum weight concept for a certain collision

energy level if the real scenario and ship types are

known. This conceptual design can become more

realistic if the total cost is assessed during the

optimization and production or shipyard technology

bounds are considered. Furthermore, if the real

operational conditions and stakeholders’ prefer-

ences are known, then this procedure can be

adjusted easily to account for various service loads,

accidental loads or structural dynamics.
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